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1. Social Media - refracted will utilise a collection of visuals, quotes and prompts 

through specially curated social channels. 

2. Launch - refracted will create momentum through an eye catching landing page 
and a companion app. 

3. Promotion - refracted will maintain this momentum through carefully considered 
app notifications, a continuing social media campaign and merchandise 

4. Refract the Future - refracted will one day encompass several card games, journals 
and a culture that focuses on wellness and prioritising knowledge of yourself.
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Social Media



Instagram

• Refracted is-at it’s core-a visual game, if a thought provoking one. Thus it made 
sense to have instagram as the primary social media channel.  

• The refracted instagram account currently consists of design posts and “bts” 
snippets of the aesthetic/ brand design process. Bringing viewers along on the 
journey with us ignites curiosity to see what the finished product will look like.  

• I have implemented a series of hashtags, most notably #refracted and 
#refractthefuture thus allowing customers to share their decks, journal prompts etc.
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Launch



Landing Page

• The refracted landing page is currently living in my portfolio website as I thought it 
made the most sense to keep all of my work together in lieu of hosting an entire new 
page.  

• It is designed to spark curiosity and encourage people to look inwardly, much as 
refracted does at it’s core.  

• There’s waiting list sign ups for announcements about the game development and 
release, along with info about the creator and the origins of the game.
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Companion App

• While refracted is a physical product, during development I wanted to venture into 
the digital world as well. 

• The companion app isn’t as in depth as the physical card game, it provides a single 
daily notification encouraging the user to look inward. Then it pulls a single card 
that could be a quote, a question or a task. A total of three cards can be pulled in 
any one day (one of each type.) 

• This will allow people who can’t afford to purchase the deck to interact with the 
product and experience it and potentially leave room for digital expansion packs. 
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Promotion



Notifications

• During the research stage I was concerned about how to promote both the physical 
product and the companion app without overwhelming potential customers. 

• The solution was relatively simple: the instagram algorithm works best with daily 
posts and app notifications should be kept to a minimum (ie once a day.)



Merchandise

• Since so much of the refracted game is 
centred on journalling, it made sense to 
put together a branded journal. This can 
be sold as part of a bundle with the deck 
at a discounted price, or individually. 

• I’m also working on a range of apparel 
and mirror decals to expand the range.



Thanks for reading!


